
Sleep Paralysis 
What is sleeping paralysis? 

Sleep paralysis is a phenomenon in which people, either when falling asleep or wakening, 

temporarily experience an inability to move. It is a transition state between wakefulness and 

rest characterized by complete muscle atonia (muscle weakness). 

How is the experience? That is hurt? 

Many people experience feeling paralysed while they are partially awake but dreaming. This 
may be due to the fact that voluntary movements are inhibited during periods of the dream 
process. All brain signals to the voluntary muscles are stopped. Therefore if we become slightly 
awake and attempt to move at that time we feel paralysed. This is not sensed as a problem if 
we are unconsciously involved in a dream. While dreaming another level of will takes control 
of the body, so any sounds or movements made are not from ones conscious will. 

If enough self-awareness arises in the dream state, then awareness of the inability to move 
may occur, along with the anxiety this can arouse. In fact this is probably only a problem to 
people who are frightened of the paralysis, as for most people, active dreams manage to break 
through the inhibition enough to cause mild movements and vocal sounds. 

Another factor is the harder she tries to move the worse it gets. Our unconscious is very open 
to suggestion. If this were not so we would lack necessary survival responses. In a dimly lit 
situation we may mistake a shape for a lurking figure. Our body reactions such as heartbeat 
react to the mistake as if it is real until we gain fresh information. Whatever we feel to be real 
becomes a fact as far as our body reactions are concerned. The fear that one cannot move 
becomes a fact because we believe it. When Susan relaxes, and thereby drops the fear of 
paralysis, she can be free of it. This applies to anything we feel is true – we create it as an 
internal reality. 

Well, didn´t hurt physically but…can came to a certain point that hurt a lot in a psychological 
way… 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Do we see something that really scaries us? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imagine waking up to find you can't move a muscle. It's dark, but you're sure you feel a 

presence in the room, hovering near your bed — or perhaps sitting on your chest, crushing the 

breath out of you. 

Becoming mentally aware before the body "wakes up" from its paralyzed state can be a 

terrifying experience, as people realize they can't move or speak. Frequently, these episodes 

are accompanied by hallucinations and the sensation of breathlessness. Such hallucinations 

likely gave rise to the myths of the incubus and the succubus, demons that pin people down in 

their sleep. 
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